Mailbox Service Begins Today

For Residents of New Dormitories

This morning for the first time the 460 students of the new "Beltzer," "A," and "B" dormitories were able to get their mail in their own dormitories.

The new boxes are on the first floor of Wilson Dormitory, directly off the junior Balcony, and adjacent to the office.

Although the final box was delivered yesterday, the new dormitories is a double-box dormitory, one box will be assigned to every student in the building. The number of students in this dormitory is 61, but the number of students who have boxes varies from 21 to 47. The remainder of the students will have to wait until the next delivery.

The weekly service will be available from 8 a.m. until 12 p.m.

Mailbox blanks will be issued to every student. The boxes are of the alphabet-combination type which locks automatically when closed.

Leaves Sorting

The only sorting that the new boxes require is that of getting the letters in numerical order and then inserting them in the corresponding box.

One Mailbox Per Room

Although there are approximately 460 boxes only 250 will be used this year. The boxes will be on the fourth floor of Wilson Dormitory.

All contest blanks are to be returned to the Information Center.

Brown requested that new box holders make every effort to keep the dormitory mail system working properly.

Plaque To Winners

The plaque to be given to winners is a two by three inch piece of green metal with the name of the dormitory. Any dormitory that wins first place will receive the plaque.

The mail boxes for the new dormitories, Beltzer, A, and B, which were installed this week, are pictured above.

Queen Blanks Available

Applications for entries in the Sophomore Queen Contest are available at the Information Counter.

The Sophomore Queen Contest is sponsored by the Student Life Committee and is open to all freshmen and sophomore women.

The finals will be held on Saturday, Nov. 17, 3:30 p.m. at 3353 Locust Street.

Switchboard Cable Taken Out

Of Franklin Society Building

Several telephone cables in the Franklin Society Building were removed for the purpose of being transferred to other locations.

Soccermen Beat Harvard, 2-0;
Take Second Place in Ivy Race

Goals by Leary, first game of his varsity career, shut out previously undefeated Harvard to spark the Penn soccer team to a 2-0 win over the Crimson, Saturday afternoon, at Stewart Field.

The victory over the Cavaliers gave the Quakers second place in the light Ivy League with a 4-1 record. Harvard dropped from first place to tie Yale, which topped Dartmouth, 4-3, to third.

The Crimson now have a 3-1-3 mark in Ivy play, while the Quakers have a 3-0-0 slate.

The Quaker offense, evenly spread, was their greatest asset. The Quakers settled down and battled the Crimson, and performed in a manner that left little to be desired. In several instances, the Crimson offense was unable to get past the Quakers back to middle of the field.

Bob Hoffman's pass, Penn marching 48 yards, gave life to the Quakers' insurance goal. The victory over the Cavaliers was the first for the Quakers after two previous losses.

The Quakers' insurance goal, however, was not enough to beat the Crimson.

Assistant Director Named

For Law School Program

Edward A. Woolley has been named as an associate of the Law School's Institute of Legal Research, according to Jefferson B. Furman, dean of the Law School.

Mr. Woolley, a graduate of Princeton and the University of Pennsylvania Law School, will serve as associate director of a current institute project which is studying the causes of death in judicial administration in Pennsylvania.

The study will seek to determine the cause of delay in trials and court cases in the state. In addition it will compile and evaluate statistics for representative Pennsylvania courts.
**Editorials**

*Shall We Dance*

It seems to us highly ironical that a University, despite its dedicated faculty and even administrators, join lustily in singing "Drink a Highball At Night". We do say, however, that with a slight adjustment in University rules the campus dances, which are now faced with extinction, could be brought back.

Mask and Wig, which had been blocked by the musicians' strike from playing downtown, announced that the real reason for the return to Irvine was "to bring the production back to the campus." Fortunately, the strike was settled and this was deemed unnecessary.

But as a principle, the idea of bringing things downtown seems to be another argument. I'm sure that the University back to the campus is, we feel, a good one, applicable to the campus as well.

There is no real obstacle, we repeat, to bringing dances back to the campus that the present state of affairs has shown. But, the present regulations must, therefore, continue to look downtown—and spend many hundreds of dollars with all the trouble of getting there, people see more and more stimulus to taking advantage of being downtown.

There is an easy solution. We prefer, to bringing dances back to the campus. It's much more pleasant to have them downtown. While problems could be solved, it's much more pleasant to have them there rather than expose the University to criticism by holding them downtown.

**Selling the Program**

We are a bit dismayed at the high pressures being applied by the University to sell the program of the football game.

The announcement at Saturday's game that substitutions would not be given over the public address system and that one should purchase a copy of the Franklin Field Illustrated if he wished to know what substitutions were being made, was extremely distasteful.

It was especially so in light of the fact that it has not been the custom to announce substitutions, which made the announcement seem as an attempt to mislead those who were attending a Penn game for the first time.

In the interest of honest public relations, the athletic department should bear, in this year of transition, program sales which do not appear to be anything more than a method of collecting additional funds, displace with liaison, which must be a source of great irritation to those loyal to the team, and sufficient to attend the University's games.

The Daily Pennsylvania welcomes letters expressing the opinions of its readers. Letters are subject to editing and are limited to 200 words. Letters must be signed with the author's name, although the name portion of the signature may be signed.

**Letters to the Editor**

Editor: Daily Pennsylvania

The Director of Mask and Wig must be congratulated for the sizeable audience on Campus. There are few publications which reach the students, and the one that is reaching them is the program of the football game. It thus seems to us highly ironical that a University, despite its dedicated faculty and even administrators, join lustily in singing "Drink a Highball At Night". We do say, however, that with a slight adjustment in University rules the campus dances, which are now faced with extinction, could be brought back.

But as a principle, the idea of bringing things downtown seems to be another argument. I'm sure that the University back to the campus is, we feel, a good one, applicable to the campus as well.

There is no real obstacle, we repeat, to bringing dances back to the campus that the present state of affairs has shown. But, the present regulations must, therefore, continue to look downtown—and spend many hundreds of dollars with all the trouble of getting there, people see more and more stimulus to taking advantage of being downtown.

There is an easy solution. We prefer, to bringing dances back to the campus. It's much more pleasant to have them downtown. While problems could be solved, it's much more pleasant to have them there rather than expose the University to criticism by holding them downtown.

**Teaching the Mask and Wig**

The announcement at Saturday's game that substitutions would not be given over the public address system and that one should purchase a copy of the Franklin Field Illustrated if he wished to know what substitutions were being made, was extremely distasteful.

It was especially so in light of the fact that it has not been the custom to announce substitutions, which made the announcement seem as an attempt to mislead those who were attending a Penn game for the first time.

In the interest of honest public relations, the athletic department should bear, in this year of transition, program sales which do not appear to be anything more than a method of collecting additional funds, displace with liaison, which must be a source of great irritation to those loyal to the team, and sufficient to attend the University's games.

The Daily Pennsylvania welcomes letters expressing the opinions of its readers. Letters are subject to editing and are limited to 200 words. Letters must be signed with the author's name, although the name portion of the signature may be signed.

**Letters to the Editor**

Editor: Daily Pennsylvania

The Director of Mask and Wig must be congratulated for the sizeable audience on Campus. There are few publications which reach the students, and the one that is reaching them is the program of the football game. It thus seems to us highly ironical that a University, despite its dedicated faculty and even administrators, join lustily in singing "Drink a Highball At Night". We do say, however, that with a slight adjustment in University rules the campus dances, which are now faced with extinction, could be brought back.

But as a principle, the idea of bringing things downtown seems to be another argument. I'm sure that the University back to the campus is, we feel, a good one, applicable to the campus as well.

There is no real obstacle, we repeat, to bringing dances back to the campus that the present state of affairs has shown. But, the present regulations must, therefore, continue to look downtown—and spend many hundreds of dollars with all the trouble of getting there, people see more and more stimulus to taking advantage of being downtown.

There is an easy solution. We prefer, to bringing dances back to the campus. It's much more pleasant to have them downtown. While problems could be solved, it's much more pleasant to have them there rather than expose the University to criticism by holding them downtown.

**Selling the Program**

We are a bit dismayed at the high pressures being applied by the University to sell the program of the football game.

The announcement at Saturday's game that substitutions would not be given over the public address system and that one should purchase a copy of the Franklin Field Illustrated if he wished to know what substitutions were being made, was extremely distasteful.

It was especially so in light of the fact that it has not been the custom to announce substitutions, which made the announcement seem as an attempt to mislead those who were attending a Penn game for the first time.

In the interest of honest public relations, the athletic department should bear, in this year of transition, program sales which do not appear to be anything more than a method of collecting additional funds, displace with liaison, which must be a source of great irritation to those loyal to the team, and sufficient to attend the University's games.

The Daily Pennsylvania welcomes letters expressing the opinions of its readers. Letters are subject to editing and are limited to 200 words. Letters must be signed with the author's name, although the name portion of the signature may be signed.
John Fred, Princeton halfback, stiff-arms Quaker defender Martin Werner, as fullback Fred Tiley (31) leads the way in the Tigers’ drive late in the fourth quarter. The Penn freshman blocked Princeton, 28-8.

Hawks Trounce Penn Harriers At Cobbs Creek

Rolling over its 69th opponent in 77 outings, St. Joseph’s once again opened its cross-country season in fine style, defeating Penn, 17-4, at Cobbs Creek golf course Friday.

Penn received the opening kick-off, but Rutgers took over on the Quakers’ 39 as a result of a Red and Blue fumble, the first of seven mishaps committed by the winners. The Penn fumbles did not giveJ success, however, as Rutgers did likewise on five occasions.

In the first quarter, the ball changed hands seven times as a result of fumbles. Twice Penn fumbled on its own two-yard line to lose the ball to the Rutgers defense.

Kline Tallies

The first touchdown was scored with only two minutes left in the first half. Alan Allie broke over from the one to score in front of the two touchdowns. The score was set up by Jim Bigg’s recovery of a Rutgers fumble five yards behind the goal. Rutgers had fumbled twice in the first half. Carl Sempier, added

Penn’s Bob Mortenson was fourth, beating state mile king, Bob Fortz.

Sports Interview Program

Starts Tonight On WXPN

Sports Spotlight, a weekly fifteen minute show featuring interviews with the outstanding personalities in the world of sports, will be inaugurated tonight at 7:30 over WXPN. Eddie Einhorn will be the commentator of the show. His guests this week will be representatives of Philadelphia’s newest sports entry, the hockey Broadkings, including President George Davis (a Penn alumnus and three letter man), Coach Cирер, Broach and Goalee Iran Wallnitz.

Pennsylvania’s 180-pound football team recorded its second straight shutout of the season, Friday, defeating the Rutgers 19-0, at Murphy Field.

Penn received the opening kick-off, but Rutgers took over on the Quakers’ 28 as a result of a Red and Blue fumble, the first of seven mishaps committed by the winners. The Penn fumbles did not give success, however, as Rutgers did likewise on five occasions.

In the first quarter, the ball changed hands seven times as a result of fumbles. Twice Penn fumbled on its own two-yard line to lose the ball to the Rutgers defense.

Rutgers Eight Tops

Penn Harriers For 2nd Straight

The score was set up by Jim Bigg’s recovery of a Rutgers fumble five yards behind the goal. Rutgers had fumbled twice in the first half. Carl Sempier, added

Penn’s Bob Mortenson was fourth, beating state mile king, Bob Fortz.

Sports Interview Program

Starts Tonight On WXPN

Sports Spotlight, a weekly fifteen minute show featuring interviews with the outstanding personalities in the world of sports, will be inaugurated tonight at 7:30 over WXPN. Eddie Einhorn will be the commentator of the show. His guests this week will be representatives of Philadelphia’s newest sports entry, the hockey Broadkings, including President George Davis (a Penn alumnus and three letter man), Coach Cирер, Broach and Goalee Iran Wallnitz.
Booters Defeat Harvard, 2-0
(Continued from Page One)
Boone, George Ward, and
Bob Strickland performed well,
both in deciding the time and
guarding the goals.
Unquestionably Penn's outstand-
ing moment was the fact that
they blanked Gary Hodnet, the
Ivy League scoring leader. Before
this contest, Hodnet held seven goals.

Offensively, Gutierrez and
Pennsauyer starred on a Penn line
which sometimes sparked. This
inconsistence and lack of team-
play was the penalty for Hodnet's
even efforts in the first half when the Crimson made the Quakers on even terms.

According to both Penn and Harvard
men, 7 Bruce More, the try to
Penn's victory was the ability of
the Red and Blue to outflank
Eckford and take the scoring
series of Hodnet.

Pennsylvania 2 1 1
HARVARD 0 0 1 0

Wrestling Managerial
Any sophomores interested in
wrestling for manager in the
wrestling room of Hutchison Gymnasium
are strongly urged to report by
November 1 at 6 p.m. in
Hutchinson Gymnasium.

Basketball Managers
There will be a meeting of all
association men interested in
becoming a basketball manager in
the Palestra at 5 p.m. today.

2 Quick Scores
Help Penn State
Defeat Quakers.

(Continued from Page One)

150's Win 2nd Straight
Torraine Rutgers, 19-0
(Continued from Page Three)

Quakers leading, 2-0

The Scarlet missed another
there. Milt Plum resumed play on the ensuing
turnover. Moore had the
key to both Penn C
and Blue to OUlt

West
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The Scarlet missed another
chance to score early in the third
quarter. Birch was forced to punt
from his own seven and
23 yards away. Berman scored
37 on the ensuing drive.

The Scarlet missed another
chance to score early in the third
quarter. Birch was forced to
take a punt from his own seven and
23 yards away. Berman scored
37 on the ensuing drive.
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37 on the ensuing drive.
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